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Document Control Desk
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Subject: Response to Portion of NRC Request for Additional
Information Letter No. 173 Related to ESBWR Design
Certification Application - Control Room Habitability - RAI
Number 9.4-33 SOI

Enclosure 1 contains the GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) response to the
subject NRC RAI originally transmitted via the Reference 1 letter and
supplemented by NRC request for additional information in Reference 2.
Design Control Document (DCD) sections and tables impacted by this response
have been incorporated into DCD Revision 5.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

James C. Kinsey
Vice President, ESBWR Licensing
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Enclosure 1

MFN 08-064 Supplement 1

Response to Portion of NRC Request for

Additional Information Letter No.173

Related to ESBWR Design Certification Application

Control Room Habitability

RAI Number 9.4-33 S01
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NRC RAI 9.4-33 S01

Although the response to 9.4-33 provides a general overview of the CRHA passive
cooling evaluation, it fails to provide sufficient information needed to evaluate the
passive cooling features for acceptability. The DCD should include at least in summary
form the important assumptions and parameters used to evaluate the passive cooling
capability. Listed below are specific concerns of the staff that are needed to support a
finding in the SER and support further discussions with the ACRS committee. Please
respond to the following:

A. Please submit or make available for audit a copy of the CONTAIN 2.0 analysis that
was used to evaluate the CRHA temperature. Please submit or make available a copy
of any other analysis that was used to evaluate other conditions such as winter
conditions or limiting relative humidity conditions. The basic assumptions for the
analysis should be documented in the DCD in a table showing the conditions on which
the analysis depends and the analysis conclusions. The results of the analyses should
also be documented in the DCD.

B. The analysis uses 117 def F dry bulb temperature. What relative humidity was
considered? How does this compare to summer design temperatures documented in
the weather conditions section of ASHRAE fundamentals for a representative plant
location (i.e. Grand Gulf)? Were winter design conditions also evaluated and what was
the effect on results? Please document in the DCD.

C. What is the source of the daily temperature cycle used in the analysis? Please
include the temperature cycle in the DCD table.

D. Please provide dimensions and volume of concrete walls and ceilings used as heat
sink in the analysis. Please create an ITAAC in Tier 1 that would confirm the
dimensions post construction. Please identify rooms, offices and storage closets which
would hamper air from reaching concrete walls where it could be cooled by the heat
sink concrete. Discuss the impact of these internal room partitions on the overall heat
sink performance.

E. Please provide the details of the concrete floor and its means of thermal isolation
from the CRHA. Heat transfer from the SR DCIS below should still be considered even
though the amount of heat transfer may be minimal. The heat potentially affects the
temperature of the air on the external surfaces of the CRHA concrete during isolation
and could impede passive cooling.
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F. Please determine both the initial and external wall and ceiling temperatures for heat
sink structures. Please include these temperatures in the DCD initial conditions table.
The outside wall and ceiling temperatures are subject to rapid increase once the
CRGAHVS has been isolated. How is this increase in temperature included in the
analysis? Please describe the surveillance program and frequency that will confirm the
plant is operating in conditions consistent with the analysis. Please include the
surveillance in the Tech Spec portion of the DCD.

G. The analysis assumes that there is no heat difference in the CRHA. The 424 cfm
EFU may not have the capacity to uniformly distribute the heating loads, particularly to
areas such as offices on the heat sink walls. Because the 424 cfm EFU flow enters
through the ceiling plenum, significant stratification of temperature can occur. Please
consider the impact of a non uniform heating load peaking in the area of operator
actions and the electrical equipment panels on CR temperature. Specifically consider
the fact that the outside air at summer design conditions would be blowing into the
supply plenum and potentially directly down upon operators with out distribution or
dispersion or cooling by the heat sink. Although the bulk well mixed temperature might
be less than 93 degrees, the temperature that an operator feels could be much higher
and could also impact equipment operation.

H. Please list the coefficients of heat transfer for barriers such as carpet, vinyl layers, et
al in the DCD table of initial conditions. Please discuss how the analysis addresses
condensate on walls from high relative humidity. What administrative program will be
established to assure changes that might be made are consistent with the assumptions
in the analysis? Discuss the requirements for an administrative program in the DCD.

I. Please address temperatures inside electrical cabinets as temperature in the CRHA
increases to assure that electrical component design limits are not exceeded. Please
consider the fact that equipment in the direct path of the EFU supply air may see
temperatures higher than the calculated bulk air temperature.

J. Please list in the DCD initial conditions and assumptions table all the heat loads that
were considered in the analysis including EFU fan, electrical cabinets, 21 people,
lighting, EFU air supply heat load, et. al.

GEH Response

A. A copy of the analysis that was used for the CRHA temperature was reviewed by
the NRC during an audit in the GE DC offices on 4/10/2008. The basic
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assumptions, analysis conclusions, and analysis results have been incorporated

into the DCD via RAI 3.11-18.

B. The relative humidity that was considered for the base case, that uses 117 0F
outside ambient air, uses the coincident wet bulb temperature of 80OF to
determine a relative humidity of approximately 20%. These conditions were taken
from the ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook for the prospective ESBWR site at
Clinton, which bounds other prospective sites including Grand Gulf (see RAI 2.3-
3 S01). Winter conditions were also considered and the results are presented in
the DCD via RAI 3.11-18.

C. The temperature cycle is from the ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook. The
temperature cycle has been added to the DCD via RAI 3.11-18.

D. Critical dimensions for the concrete have been added to the DCD via RAI 3.11-
18. An ITAAC to confirm the DCD analysis results for the as built CRHA post
construction has been added to the DCD Tier 1 via this RAI response. A
description of how the outside ambient air is distributed throughout rooms,
offices, and storage closets to the concrete heat sink is described in RAI 9.4-29.
The internal room partitions add to the heat sink thermal mass and has a positive
effect on the maximum CRHA bulk air temperature.

E. The concrete floor is not thermally isolated in the calculation. The control building
is an integrated model that accounts for room-to-room interactions including
possible heat loads provided through the CRHA floor from the minimal safety-
related DCIS heat loads.

F. The internal and external wall and ceiling temperatures assumed for the heat
sink structures have been added to the DCD via RAI 3.11-18. The outside wall
and ceiling temperature increase, after CRGAHVS has isolated, has been
accounted for in the heat up calculation by modeling the entire control building as
an integrated model that considers interactions between all floors, walls and
ceilings. The surveillance program is described in Chapter 16 Section 3.7.2. The
corridor outside of the CRHA has a thick layer of Cat I concrete in contact with
the ground with no heat loads during the evaluated event.

G. The distribution of the EFU airflow is described in RAI 9.4-29. During the
evaluated event there are no required operator actions. Operators have the
option of relocating to their desired area of the CRHA. The bulk temperature of
920F is well below the mild environment equipment qualification temperature and
the outside air is also below the mild environment qualification temperature. If the
outside air is blown directly on equipment the temperature, at times, would be
greater than the bulk air temperature but would remain below the mild
environment qualification temperature. In this situation when the temperature that
the equipment is exposed to begins to reach the mild environment qualification
temperature (122 0F) the outside air blown on the equipment will provide cooling;
especially considering the day and night temperature profile.
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H. The coefficients of heat transfer for barriers that may exist in the as built CRHA
are covered by the ITAAC that is added to the DCD Rev5 via this RAI response.
A high relative humidity case was considered in the calculation. Condensate on
the walls due to high relative humidity was accounted for in the model and has
shown that the 0% exceedance maximum temperature case with approximately
20% relative humidity is the most limiting for heat up. The ITAAC added to the
DCD will ensure that the CRHA heat sink will satisfy requirements.

I. The temperature in the cabinets is expected to be slightly higher than the bulk air
temperature. However, the bulk air temperature of 92 0F is well below the mild
environment equipment qualification temperature and the outside air is also
below the mild environment qualification temperature. If the outside air is blown
directly onto electrical cabinets the temperature, at times, would be greater than
the bulk air temperature but would remain below the mild environment
qualification temperature. In this situation when the temperature that the
equipment is exposed to begins to reach the mild environment qualification
temperature (122 0F) the outside air blown on the equipment will provide cooling;
especially considering the day and night temperature profile.

J. The integrated total heat load for the CRHA is listed in Table 3H-12. The
separate heat loads for each heat source are not as important as the total heat
load to the CRHA and is not necessary to be listed in the DCD separately.
However the heat loads shall be listed here. EFU fan - 860 W, 5 people - 375
W (sensible) 275 W (latent), Lighting - 200 W, Equipment - 5000 W,
Miscellaneous - 200 W, Margin Applied - 995 W, Air supply - 200 I/s of 117 0F
with A270F day/night temperature profile.

DCD Impact

DCD Tier 1, Table 2.16.2-4, ITAAC For The Control Building Habitability HVAC

Subsystem, Item 4 and Section 2.16.2.2 (4) have been revised in DCD Revision 5.

DCD Tier 2, Subsections 6.4.3, Heat Sink, last sentence of the first paragraph and
6.4.4, Emergency Mode, last two sentences of the next to last paragraph have been
revised in DCD Revision 5.


